
DETERMINING THE FOCAL LENGTH OF A CONCAVE MIRROR BY

LOCATING CENTRE OF CURVATURE

Yes, the radius of curvature is twice the focal length from the pole (A in A concave mirror used for focusing light is
parabolic, not spherical.

From the calculations in the second example problem it can be concluded that if a 4. The solution is shown
below. Draw the ray that reflects back on itself must be aimed at the centre of curvature , the equal angle ray
hits the mirror on axis , and the parallel ray reflected away from the focus. Next identify the unknown
quantities that you wish to solve for. Remember to convert all distances to metres! With two sign switches, the
rule that focal length is half the radius of curvature is still true in the same approximate way as before.
Example 2. The focal point F of a concave mirror is the point at which a parallel beam of light is "focussed"
after reflection in the mirror. A common Physics demonstration involves using a large demonstration mirror to
set a pencil aflame in a matter of seconds. Determine the power: A convex mirror causes light rays to diverge.
The radius of curvature is the radius of the sphere from which the mirror was cut. Do the numbers make
sense?? Use vergences to calculate the position of the image. The focal point is the point in space at which
light incident towards the mirror and traveling parallel to the principal axis will meet after reflection. Radius
of Curvature Focal Length If a concave mirror were thought of as being a slice of a sphere, then there would
be a line passing through the center of the sphere and attaching to the mirror in the exact center of the mirror.
It's not until we encounter situations requiring extreme precision that we'll deal with this aberration as it is
literally called. The paths of the other rays in the animation are defined since the image position is already
known. In the case of the image distance, a negative value always means behind the mirror. To the surprise of
many, the heat is sufficient to ignite the pencil. We Would Like to Suggest Step 5. Rays passing through the
centre of curvature are reflected back along their original path -concave or a ray which would have passed
through the centre of curvature is reflected back along itself - convex Concave mirror. Since the focal point is
the midpoint of the line segment adjoining the vertex and the center of curvature, the focal length would be
one-half the radius of curvature. Interact - that's exactly what you do when you use one of The Physics
Classroom's Interactives. The vertex is the geometric center of the mirror. Astronomical telescopes should not
be built with spherical mirrors. For this simple example, the mirror equation could also be used. Draw a
diagram - remember that the focal point is at half the distance to the centre of curvature of the mirror. The
distance from the pole to the center of curvature is still the radius of curvature r but now its negative.


